Unilever
Greece

TEI MECHANICIAN

H Unilever Knorr SA member of the multinational group UNILEVER, which develops, produces and markets high quality food, cleaning products and cosmetics, seeks to recruit:

Engineering T.E.I.

POSITION CODE: REN_MM_18

For fixed-term work (contractor), Packaging / Production Line Operator at the Renti Works Factory, in shifts.

QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED

• Bachelor TEI with the above specialization
• Licence to practice profession
• Lift Machine License (Clark) License Required
• Ability to work on alternating shifts (morning - afternoon / night)
  • Knowledge of English. Level FCE (Lower)
• Knowledge of MS Office is desirable
• Dynamic and pleasant personality with team spirit and communication ability.
• Previous experience in Industry is desirable.
• Completed military obligations

The company offers:

• Package of salary matching to the candidate’s qualifications and continuing education.

The Curriculum Vitæ with full details and the position code should be sent to the following email address by selecting “Apply” until 04/06/2018.